
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town…definitely early Autumn…rain and darker mornings. 

Busy week…or at least it seemed busy at the time.  I guess that “busy” includes all the noise that thieves your 
time but doesn’t really contribute to the greater benefit of time spent. 

Business is never so important that we can’t take a side step to admire the performance of Millwall who have 
got to Wembley for a semi final.  I’m tempted to blow £1000 to go and see the game next month but I can find 
a better home for the cash as I’ve got my eye on a XD monitor for the computer and a new pair of 
glasses…which unbelievably can cost $750 in South Africa. 

I’m balancing the role of “expert advisor” with that of “coach” at the moment.  I’m a shocking coach but a half 
decent expert advisor.  If you want to know what to do ask me…if you want help making up your own mind 
and balancing possibilities then find a good coach. 

I was truly shocked yesterday at the financial plight of Cyprus.  They’ve just plundered 10% of peoples money 
straight out of their bank accounts.  You can call it a financial restructuring but robbery is robbery whether you 
get mugged in the street or the government appropriates your cash. Makes South Africa seem like 
Switzerland. 

Have applied for my SA ID book.  This is the final step in my move to Permanent Resident.  I’ll also have to 
exchange my UK driving licence…hmmmmm. 

If you want to get all the tips in one package visit Amazon and put my name in the search box. You complete 
the purchase it is $1.95 for 100 tips or you can buy 500.  Next up will be some short vids for YouTube. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets and @sdisouthafrica and LinkedIn for daily SDI 
tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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Readers would do well to have more than one browser available to them.  I’ve seen two cases recently where 

Safari and Chrome would not open a file properly while Firefox would.  I’m a veteran Firefox user and it just does 

what it says on the tin. 

The PVR satellite box broke this week.  The replacement is also faulty.  They’ll be back on Monday to replace it.  

Third time lucky. 

PITTSBURGH (AP) — A federal prison guard has been charged with shooting his own finger in a drunken attempt 

to remove his wedding ring during an argument with his wife at their northwestern Pennsylvania home, police said. 

A criminal complaint said Bradford police were called just before 9 p.m. March 2 and were met by Alfredo Malespini 

III, 31, who told officers he was "trying to get rid of his wedding ring" and decided to "shoot it off." The Bradford Era 

first reported the shooting on Friday. 

The gunshot badly mangled Malespini's finger, but didn't remove the ring, police said. 

At the time of the shooting in Bradford, which is near the New York border about 130 miles northeast of Pittsburgh, 

Malespini was employed as a lieutenant at the Federal Correctional Institution-McKean, a medium security prison a 

few miles away. 

Vicky Moser, the executive assistant at the prison, said she could confirm only that Malespini remains employed as 

a lieutenant at the prison, but could not comment as to whether he's been suspended or has otherwise 

taken leave. 

Bradford police Lt. Steve Caskey told The Associated Press that he wasn't sure of Malespini's employment status, 

but "as far as we know, he is still seeking treatment in Erie." 

Malespini was taken to UPMC Hamot hospital where he was treated for the gunshot wound and also for mental or 

emotional issues, Caskey said. 

 

Read more: http://www.sfgate.com/news/crime/article/Cops-Pa-guard-shot-finger-trying-to-remove-ring-

4357211.php#ixzz2Nlg5q2UH 
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Haircuts 

 
I get my hair cut at a salon, a 10 minute drive away in Constantia that costs a lot…I’m 
embarrassed to tell you how much. 
 
Within walking distance of my house is a men’s hairdressers that costs a third of the price. 
 
You’ll see that I glorify the exorbitant cost with the word “salon” and compare it with a “men’s 
hairdresser.” 
 
Now…as you’ll know that I’m a student of value and so I really ought to be trying out the local 
shop especially as it seems to represent such good value. 
 
The rub is…that I’m rather attached to what little hair I still have and Nikki, who has cut my hair 
for several years is now a friend. 
 
Does this merit a three fold premium? 
 
Well…if you were the salon in Constantia you’d be delighted that I’m not price conscious and that 
the relationship is important and that quality counts. 
 
Maybe a haircut is a Walmart type, price driven commodity item…but not yet in this house. 
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Inflation 

Compared with Europe and the USA inflation in South Africa is still high. 
 
This means that we’ve become accustomed to the annual price rise which always seems to be in 
advance of inflation and just allows businesses to pad their margins. 
 
The compounding effect of inflation is truly horrendous.  Not for nothing has compound interest 
been described as the 8th wonder of the world. 
 
Escalation clauses are becoming less common in deals as inflation in many countries in the last 
few years has almost disappeared.  Nonetheless supplies still need protection against increased 
commodity costs over which they have no control…and those clauses are still in play. 
 
My advice is to ensure that whatever you get written into a deal is strictly correct and represents 
proper reference to the right index.  Consumer and Retail price indices are not the best method of 
adjusting prices influenced by commodities. 
 
All of this is made yet worse by the issues of currency fluctuation. 
 
You can see how important it is to get inflation, commodity and currency pricing properly nailed 
down when you do a deal. 
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